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Billy Munro, 3, 
of Costa Mesa

Your instincts may

be your best guide

BY SANDY BENNETT

IS MY
CHILD
AUTISTIC?
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P
am Thompson couldn’t shake the sense that something seemed
wrong with her son Erik, despite being reassured by his pediatrician
that he was fine. Eighteen months old at the time, he didn’t seem to

respond to his name as before, nor was he talking as much.
“Nothing’s wrong with him...He’s a boy...Don’t compare him...Boys

don’t talk as quickly as girls,” were among the explanations and responses
handed to the Mission Viejo mom. 

But his language didn’t improve. In fact, Erik stopped talking com-
pletely. He also quit making eye contact. And he began a new practice of
lining up items, and became insistent upon the order.

At 2 years and 11 months, nearly 18 months later, Erik, who is now 6,
was diagnosed with mild to moderate autism.

Despite increased awareness and diagnosis occurring at a younger age,
especially in Orange County, the Thompson family’s scenario continues to
play out today.

“People pooh-pooh parents who are concerned,” says Dr. Pauline
Filipek, associate professor of pediatrics and neurology at the UCI School
of Medicine. “Parents think they are crazy because other people scoff at
them. And in reality, more often than not, parents
are vindicated.” 

According to the Autism A.L.A.R.M. project,
parents of children with autism usually do have
early, pre-diagnosis concerns that something is
wrong with their child. They also generally provide
accurate and quality information to professionals.
So as any parent of an autistic child will tell you, fol-
low your instincts – even if family members and, in some cases, your child’s
pediatrician insist there is nothing wrong.

Autism defined
While descriptions of the condition date back to the 18th century,

autism was first identified as a specific disorder in 1943 by child psychia-
trist Dr. Leo Kanner. Autism has since become a household word.

“I hesitate when we say autistic because, really, that doesn’t mean any-
thing,” says Kristi Munro of Costa Mesa, whose 3-year-old son, Billy, was
diagnosed when he was 18 months old. “It means that my child has a bunch

of symptoms and I’m trying to address them the best way I know how.” 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) define autism

as one of a group of disorders known as autism spectrum disorders (ASDs).
Included in this broad category are autistic disorder, Asperger’s syndrome,
Rett’s syndrome, pervasive developmental disorder and childhood disinte-
grative disorder, which are determined by several factors, including type
and severity of symptoms.

“This is not a singular disorder. This is a spectrum of disorders that all
have the same behavioral core. So it’s not a disease like diabetes,” says Dr.
Filipek. “It’s more like high blood pressure. There are a lot of reasons for
high blood pressure, but the one common thing across it is that your blood
pressure is elevated.”

What causes autism?
While the causes are unknown, scientists believe that both genes and

the environment play a role. Among the many theories is the presence of
other medical conditions, such as Fragile X, the most common inherited

cause of mental impairment, and harmful drugs,
such as thalidomide, taken during pregnancy. The
California Department of Public Health released a
study in July that suggests a connection between
autism and exposure to pesticides while in the
womb. All 3 of these theories have been linked
with a higher rate of autism. 

And of course, the most reported and talked-
about theory is the link between autism and vaccines, which continues to
be hotly debated. (See related story.)

What researchers do know is that autism is much more common than
previously believed. For decades, the CDC’s best estimate for the preva-
lence of autism was 4 to 5 in 10,000 children. Other studies have since put
the range between 1 in 500 children and 1 in 166 children. The CDC’s most
recent data, released in February, puts the rate even higher. The study
found that about 1 in 150 8-year-old children in multiple areas of the
United States had an ASD. Whether the rise is a result of true increases, or
better and more consistent studies, is another issue under debate.
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“Parents think they are
crazy because other 

people scoff at them.” 

Dr. Pauline Filipek meets with a young patient at the 
For OC Kids autism center in Orange.
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Not surprisingly, all the parents interviewed for this report had boys.
The condition, which occurs in all racial, ethnic and socioeconomic groups,
is 4 times more likely to occur in boys than in girls.

Early intervention is key
While there is a greater understanding of this complex disorder, from

the now-known genetic factor to a relationship between autism and brain
structure, the best news for families is the potential impact of early diagno-
sis and intervention.

Many parents rely on a combination of traditional and alternative treat-
ments, often turning to DAN doctors (Defeat Autism Now) for the latter.
Among the sought-out interventions are speech therapy, occupational ther-
apy, behavioral intervention, animal therapy, dietary supplements, heavy-
metal detoxification and a host of others, all of which provide varying
results from child to child. 

“Even though there is no cure...there’s hope. There are kids are out
there who have improved immensely,” says Pam Thompson. “And the
research and understanding are only getting better with each day.”

According to the nonprofit group Autism Speaks, with appropriate
early-intervention services between the ages of 3-5, some 20%-50% of chil-
dren diagnosed with autism will be able to attend mainstream kinder-
garten. Pam’s son, Erik, was among those children. Instead of being placed
in a special-education setting, Erik was able to attend a collaborative
kindergarten class last year at Barcelona Elementary in Mission Viejo. The

class included one-third special-ed students, who were primarily all high-
functioning boys with autism.

A promising prognosis for some
While a wait-and-see-how-they-do approach continues, a number of

children are being diagnosed at a younger age. Dr. Filipek gets referrals of
children well below the age of 2 from their primary-care doctor. When she
arrived at UCI Medical Center 13 years ago, the children were typically
referred at age 3 or 4. The mean age of diagnoses in this country, says
Filipek, is still close to 5 years of age.

“It differs dramatically in many ways,” says Dr. Filipek of how the
prognosis has evolved over time. “And I think it has the potential to differ
in ways we don’t know yet, mainly because this generation of children with
autism is the first to be diagnosed as young as they are.

“We don’t know what happens to these children when they grow up.
What I can tell you is that we have an enormous number of remarkable
successes. The autism doesn’t disappear. But in many cases, it becomes
pretty hard to see, even for a professional.” �

Sandy Bennett is the director of communications for the National
Fibromyalgia Association and a regular contributor. For Letters, log on to:
ocfamily.com and click on Feedback.
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Continued on page 68

“Even if there is no cure…there’s hope.” – Pam Thompson, mother of Erik, 6

Erik Thompson, 6,
of Mission Viejo
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IS MY CHILD AUTISTIC?

VACCINE COURT
Judges consider the link to autism

T
he first case of a parent who says that common childhood vaccines
caused her daughter’s severe autism and health problems was
recently heard in the U.S. Court of Federal Claims. 

Becky Estepp of Poway sat in on the first 5 days of the 2 1/2-week hear-
ing. Estepp, who lived in Orange County prior to moving to the San Diego
area, is among approximately 5,000 families of autistic children who have
lodged similar claims. 

“It was overwhelming...to finally have a day in court. It’s a huge step,”
says Estepp. “The case was filed in 2002. It took 5 years to get to this point.”

The vaccine-autism link has been widely debated for years, with both
sides pointing to evidence to back their claims. 

Among the studies that discredit the link is a report released by the
Institute of Medicine’s (IOM) Immunization Safety Review Committee in
2004. According to the Food and Drug Administration, the report was pre-
pared by a committee of independent experts established by the IOM in
2001 at the request of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and
the National Institutes of Health. It concluded that there is no link between
autism and the measles-mumps-rubella (MMR) vaccine or the vaccine pre-
servative thimerosal.

On the other hand…
The National Autism Association points to the website generationres-

cue.org (generationrescue.org/studies.html), which lists several reports that
support the vaccine link. One of the studies listed is “The National Autism
Prevalence Trends for United Special Education Data,” published in the
March 2005 issue of Pediatrics. The study “shows that the rise in the inci-
dence of autism is real and that the greatest increase took place between
1987 and 1992, which matches the timing of the near-tripling of vaccines
given to our children and the tripling of mercury within those vaccines.”

The 3 federal court judges, called special masters, will take a year to
decide the verdict of an Arizona mother’s case. In the meantime, 8 other
test cases will be presented, which will guide the handling of the other
pending claims. The next one begins this month.
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RESOURCES

> Regional Center of Orange County: A private, nonprofit corpora-

tion that provides services to persons with developmental disabilities.

Information: rcocdd.com or 714.796.5100

> Talk About Curing Autism (TACA), Newport Beach: provides

information and resources to families affected by autism. tacanow.com

> For OC Kids, Orange: An autism center developed by UCI’s

Department of Pediatrics Information: forockids.org or 888.9.OCKIDS

> National Autism Association: Dedicated to educate and empower

families affected by autism and other neurological disorders, while

advocating on behalf of those who cannot fight for their own rights.

nationalautismassociation.org or 877.NAA.AUTISM

POSSIBLE RED FLAGS FOR AUTISM
You should be concerned if your child…

> Doesn’t play “pretend” games (such as pretending to “feed” a doll) 

> Doesn’t point at objects to show interest
> Doesn’t look at objects when another person points at them 

> Has trouble relating to others or doesn’t have an interest in others

> Avoids eye contact and wants to be alone 

> Has trouble understanding other people’s feelings or talks about

their own feelings

> Prefers not to be held or cuddled or will cuddle only when he wants

> Appears to be unaware when other people talk to him or her, but

responds to other sounds 

> Is very interested in people, but doesn’t know how to talk to, play

with or relate to them 

> Repeats or echos words or phrases said to him or her, or repeats

words or phrases in place of normal language (echolalia) 

> Has trouble expressing needs using typical words or motions

> Repeats actions over and over again 

> Has trouble adapting to changes in routine

> Has unusual reactions to how things smell, taste, look, feel or sound 

> Loses skills he or she once had 

- Source: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

WHAT ABOUT INFANTS?

By about 2 months of age, an infant will make some kind of sound to

get his mother or father’s attention. They are very social individuals.

A key sign of a possible problem is that the baby is incredibly quiet

and that the baby is a “real good baby; doesn’t make any demands.” If the

baby is not making demands and is real quiet, that’s an issue to raise with

your pediatrician. �

– Interview excerpt with Dr. Pauline Filipek, UCI Medical Center
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LOVE AND HOPE AT ALL COSTS
Orange County parents refuse to give up

L
isa Ackerman never lost sight of the dreams she held for her second-
born child, Jeff – high school graduation...college...marriage...the
birth of his own children – despite the grim outlook she received

when he was diagnosed with moderate-to-severe autism at 2 1/2.
“He would probably never talk. He may never be toilet trained. You’ll

probably need to place him somewhere. He may have to go to a special
school, if at all.” She got this prognosis from the first 5 specialists.

That was nearly 8 years ago. Today, Jeff is 10, and Lisa’s hopes for him
remain as strong as when she first heard those dire predictions. Like many
parents of children who fall somewhere on the autistic spectrum, and par-
ents in general, Lisa and her husband, Glen, work tirelessly to give Jeff the
best possible life. 

The journey for families affected by autism can be especially tough and
often involves special diets, packed therapy schedules, failed marriages,
huge financial debts, and judgmental comments and stares from the gen-
eral public. But it also comes filled with love, joy and lots of celebrations.

“Jeff has been one of the best things in my life ever. He’s taught me
more than I think I’ve taught him,” says Lisa. “The biggest thing I get from
him is I celebrate every little victory. He’s a walking miracle.”

Jeff attends a regular-education class with assistance from an aide who
keeps him on task. He places at the top of his class academically in 80% of
the areas, a huge feat given his earlier trials, which include living in silence
for 3 years. Jeff stopped talking at 15 months and didn’t begin again until
he was 5. He did not sleep through the night until he was 6, often waking
up screaming in pain, and suffered from severe gastrointestinal issues, a
common condition among children who have autism.

He continues with extensive intervention to address deficiencies in
reading comprehension, math reasoning, speech and social skills.

Lisa has since become a source of hope and information for hundreds
of other families. In 2000, she founded TACA (Talk About Curing
Autism). The Newport Beach-based nonprofit serves 3,000 families
throughout California. Of those, approximately 1,200 live in Orange
County. TACA offers a starting point for families with autism and helps
guide them though the confusing, costly and time-consuming journey.

Billy’s life
Preparing Billy Munro’s special diet, alone, seems to be a full-time job.

The toddler, who turned 3 in September, was tested for food allergies early
on and reacted to 48 food types. His diet today doesn’t include eggs or sugar
and hardly any nuts. Every 3 days, his mother, Kristi, who uses a color-
coded system for tracking, rotates what he eats. Each item is prepared with
different oil and flour. She coats the food in enzymes so Billy can digest it.

The blond, curly-haired boy was developing fine, says his mom, until
he was around 18 months old. Then, his babble stopped and he no longer
seemed to notice when she walked in or the left room. Somewhat familiar
with autism, Kristi listened to her gut, and immediately sought a diagnosis
and therapy. At the time of this interview, Billy had yet to speak.

“The intelligence is there...he has typical 2-year-old behavior, says
Kristi. “We’re working to get his language unlocked.”

Erik at 6
Pam Thompson of Mission Viejo takes her 6-year-old son, Erik, to

some type of intervention 5 days a week. On Mondays and Wednesdays,

Erik attends a 1-hour social skills class; Tuesdays and Thursdays, private
speech therapy; and Fridays, occupational therapy. Recently, he started
hyperbaric oxygen therapy, a complementary intervention for the treat-
ment of heavy-metal detox for materials such as mercury, adding another
hour of therapy each weekday for the next 40 days.

“It takes over your whole life,” says Pam. “I think at a point you have
to accept certain things in your child. And then you also do as much as you
can to help them out. It’s a balance.”

Difficult and odd behaviors – many of which draw harsh glares from
the general public – keep many of these families at home. A number of
children with autism injure themselves. Some bang their heads; others bite
their hands; and some excessively scratch or rub an area. Tantrums occur
for a variety of reasons, from overstimulation to a disrupted routine.

“They call it a silent epidemic because a lot of families are real embar-
rassed to leave their house,” says Lisa.

And challenges continue. Co-pays, treatments not covered by insur-
ance, medications, lost wages and providers who require payment at the
time of service are money-draining. Relationships are equally strained,
with little time left for other children, and even less to nurture a marriage.

Divorce as an issue
According to the National Autism Association, the divorce rate among

families dealing with an autistic child is often reported at 80%. In response
to the high number, the NAA launched The Family First Program, a com-
prehensive national marital counseling program, in June. The new initia-
tive offers couples with autistic children immediate access to marital coun-
seling, and a grant program for those unable to afford it. 

But nothing seems to stop or discourage these parents for long. Like the
banner says on TACA’s website – “Some of our families have been told to
put their child in an institution. We’re hoping for Harvard.” – these fami-
lies continue to strive for the best for their child.

“It’s my job to make sure Erik grows up to be as independent as possi-
ble and safe,” says Pam. “I think that’s what you want for any child. It’s just
more difficult to get an autistic child to that point than a normal kid.” �

Sandy Bennett is a regular contributor.
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